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Wow tbc enhancement shaman pve guide

Metallika 1 decade ago a complete guide to TB shaman. I hope this theme would be useful for any new shamans that enter the Outland and need to make equipment for the raid guild. There is a complete guide for every talent specialization, with the best equipment you'll find before joining the 25 man raid! Also please I'll keep updating
this thread with all your suggestion as I'm the new shaman, let's do a complete new-to-shaman guide for our buddies! :o Please refrain from trolling and non-constructive posts. The elements are with you! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ device enhancement
guide and talents. A) The enhancement the shaman needs to reinforce two or three stats on his gear to be well prepared for the raid, you can put out a huge dps and totally buff the melee party of your 25 man foray, as sustainer, guild will love to have one enhancement - a talent oriented shaman. A1) Pump your strength and attack
performance! Like the most popular gun enthusiast is the Winfury gun because it scales with your gear, it means the more focused you are, the more damage you do! A2) Do not forget agi and + hit Suggestion From AJ - Nihilum: Hit&gt;Crit&gt;AP With enhance-nuke you need 18% to hit from items to be safe, 14% is resonance. With
enhance-resto you need 15% to be safe. B) What weapons? Slow? Quick? Central? Axe? Dagger? maces? 2HAND BIG CRIT? As you can read in many experts improvements shaman threads it really depends on you because: B1) With SLOW / SLOW weapons (speed around 2.00 - 2.50) You will maximize your damage output to the
limit, doing a very huge PCB in your raid, even watering damage meters in the first four positions. B2) With FAST / FAST weapons that will not do such a huge DPS, so it is better to go for slow weapons. Later I will give you a link to the best weapons. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------- You can ask WEHR I SHOUL to give my talent kk? Let's start with some links! [b]1) DPS MACHINE (ELE - ENHANCEMENT) This lineup turns you into a clean class DPS, you can't go back and offheal, less cooling to shocks means you'll have less gap between attacks/shocks and less chance of losing the storm
debuff due to other sources of damage to nature. You'll have no range on your totems, so be careful not to be near melee classes such as rogue - furious warriors - wild druids under the boss dpsing, so it's very important you start to feel like the fury of war with totems. Also 1 sec less delay to your shocks running your mana out pretty
quickly so I advise you to take some mana pots with you. Why clearcasting? It is important to have clearcasting with this build, because most of the time with Enthusiasts you will have a fair crit chance and it will help you be some mana efficent. Imrpoved gun totems? Totems? In some cases it will be called NUKE on your teamspeak, so
put down the wind fury totem as you will at the melee party and let the fireworks start! Fury fighter as well as fighting rogue will kneel before the totem, so better get it :) Expectations Most of the time you'll be in the melee of a number of monsters that have cleavage ability, such as toughness doesn't give you much armor to mitigate to
survive, better play to danger and try to avoid, even your gift of air will give you a lot more dodge percentage. Huge PCB, absolutely no cures. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2) ENHANCEMENT WITH SOME HEART (ENH - RESTO) This lineup allows you to be
more versatile in a raid situation, you can sometimes get back and offheal when for example a paladin/priest in your party needs a regen mana, even with these talents you have the advantage of nature keeping a chance to intervene. Remember! You are still a melee dps class! So don't try to be the main healer with this build o_O but now
feel free to throw some treats around the melee party when, for example, rogue, you or the warriors have been strikes from cleavage. Nice PCB, weak cures. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3) PVP BUILD (Nature Swiftness Enhancement – Resto) I strongly
recommend you build this if you are a solo player, and pew pew pvp all day! Why? Because nature Swiftness + Grounding totem lag. This talent specialization allows you to use a macro when health gets low and get up to 2,500 HP without losing your goal! / Cast Nature Swiftness / Stopcasting / Cast Healing Wave You are more self-
oriented than you can easily understand, without shamanistic Rage you can't regage your mana when doing istances or raids, so better keep this talent build for your glory days at Battlegrounds! Fat 2 Hander Recommends Cloth Goals Priority! Grounding the totem less cooldown. yes, nice 2 second cooldown are a lot in versus wheel
meeting! Spam is every time it resets. Good PCB, Nice cures. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ a guide to device enhancements: As I mentioned, you need to pump your strength, attacking performance and agility, so let's make a list of devices from head to toe!
1) Head Before hit 70. Mok'Nathal Beast-Mask binds when he picked up Head Mail 463 Armor +23 Agility +22 Endurance +15 Intellect Red Socket Red Socket Yellow Socket Socket Bonus: 2 mana in 5 seconds. Durability 70 / 70 requires level 65 Equip: Increases offensive performance by 44. Dropped: Exarch Maladaar Last Boss
Auchenai Crypt Then You Hit 70: Helm Desolation Binds When He Picked Up Head Mail 530 +21 Endurance +25 Intellect Yellow Socket Meta Socket Socket Bonus: +4 Hit Rating Durability 70 / 70 Requires Level 70 Equip: Improves critical strike rating by 14 (0.6%@70). Equip: Increases offensive power by 66. Dropped by: Aeonus the
last boss in the caves of time. If you're a pvper I recommend you: Grand Marshal's Joined Helmet Binds When Picked Up Head Mail 530 Armor +20 Strength +30 Endurance Meta Socket Red Socket Socket Bonus: +2 Resistance Rating Durability 70/70 Classes: Shaman Requires Level 70 Equip: Improves Critical Strike Rating by 24
(1.1%@70). Equip: Improves durability rating by 24 (0.6%@70). As 1 strenght gives you 2 offensive performance is good to have, like the ravages of the rudder, a more critical blow, less intellect. (Not for PvE) ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2) Neck: Before You
Hit 70: Natasha Choker: Equip: Improves hit rating by 10. Equip: Improves critical strike rating by 15. Equip: Increases attack force by 50. Quest reward from Hound-Master (Blade edge mountain) Then you come across 70: Traitor loop binds when raised neck +18 Endurance requires level 70 Equip: Improves hit rating by 12 (0.8%@70).
Equip: Improves critical strike rating by 18 (0.8%@70). Equip: Increases offensive power by 38. Dropped by: Mennu Traitor first boss in slave pens (HEROIC MODE simple). ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 3) Shoulders: Before You Hit 70: Scorpid-Sting Cloak
Ties When Raised Arm Mail 392 Armor +21 Agility +12 Stamina Red Socket Blue Socket Socket Bonus: +3 Intellect Durability 70/70 Requires Level 62 Equip: Increases Offensive Performance by 30. Equip: Restores 6 mana in 5 seconds. Dropped by: Quagmirran, the last boss in Slave Pens. Then you come across 70: Scorpid-Sting
Cloak Binds When Picked Up Arm Mail 392 Armor +21 Agility +12 Stamina Red Socket Blue Socket Socket Bonus: +3 Intellect Durability 70/70 Requires Level 62 Equip: Increases Offensive Performance by 30. Equip: Restores 6 mana in 5 seconds. Dropped: Commander Sarannis first boss in Botany. -----------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 4) Back: Cloak of impulsivity binds when picked up back 70 Armor +18 Agility +19 Endurance requires level 66 Equip: Increases attacking power by 40. Dropped: Lieutenant Drake's first boss at Old Hillsbrad. Rear: Before 70: Noma's Wordy Jacket: +14 Strength
+14 Agility +21 Endurance Equip: Improves hit rating by 13. Quest reward from Bring Me The Egg! (Nagrand) When with trafite 70: Cloak Inciter: +15 Endurance requires level 68 Equip: Improves rating hit by 16. Equip: Improves critical strike rating by 18. Equip: Increases attack force by 30. Drops from Blackheart Inciter (Shadow Labs
2nd Boss) Re-post with signature and I may not suspend you and I could stick your useful guide. All justice aside I made a friendly request. Whether something has been said or not, the signature is not friendly to a colleague, whether they work here yet or not, and it just isn't appreciated. Do you want to discuss justice? &gt;
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